The Cup in the Forest

Book key
1.1 Open answers (1 d Norway 2 d a ghost)
1.2 1 forest 2 walking 3 trees 4 dark 5 cup
2.1 a 2 Per moves the stones with his hands.
   b 4 Per and Nina drive to the town.
   c 3 Per and Nina look at the cup.
   d 1 Per and Nina go for a walk in the forest.
2.2 1 forest 2 stones 3 cup 4 words 5 strange
   6 hotel 7 museum
2.3 1 the 2 an 3 an 4 the 5 some 6 the
   7 a
2.4 Open answers (1 d 2 b 3 a 4 c)
3.1 1 Per sees a strange man in the garden.
   2 Per and Nina take the cup to the museum.
   3 The curator talks to them about Hakon.
   4 Hakon is an old Viking name.
   5 Per and Nina drink coffee in the hotel.
   6 Nina drives away from the town.
   7 The cup is in Nina's bag.
   8 Nina is thinking about money.
3.2 1 A/Nina's bag 2 A/Hakon's grave
   3 A Viking 4 The/Hakon's cup
   a 4 b 3 c 2 d 1
3.3 1 is looking at 2 are drinking 3 is driving
   4 is thinking about
3.4 Open answers (1 No 2 No 3 Yes 4 Yes)

Talk about it 1–2 Open answers
Write about it There are many beautiful green forests near our town. You can find old Viking graves in some of them. But be careful. Leave things in the graves. They belong to the dead Vikings. There are many strange stories about Viking ghosts.

Project 1 Open answers
2 a town b road c river d forest
   e stones, trees f grave g cup
1 forest 2 trees 3 river 4 road 5 town
6 grave 7 stones 8 cup
3–4 Open answers

Discussion activities key
1 Suggested answers: Norway – cold, North, blonde people, snow, mountains; holiday – sun, beach, travel, planes, hotels; cup – plate, tea, coffee; ghosts – dead, night, white.
2 Open answers
3 Open answers (The man is the ghost of Hakon, a dead Viking. The words say, ‘This cup belongs to Hakon. Be careful!’)
4–7 Open answers

Activity worksheets key
1 a holiday
   b quiet
   c stones
   d strange
   e drive
   f friendly
   g morning
2 a In the countryside.
   b A hole./A cup.
   c A man.
   d They drive./By car.
   e Yes, she does.
   f The curator at the museum.
4 a can > can't
   b beautiful > strange
e evening > morning
d a young > an old
e Nina > Hakon
f water > coffee
g isn't > is
h London > Oslo
5 a ✓
   b ✓
c ✗
d ✗
e ✓
f ✗
g ✗
h ✓
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6 a Per runs to the museum.
   b Per takes the curator's car.
   c Nina can't see any people.
   d Nina thinks about money again.
   e The man's face is dark.
   f The water closes over the car.
   g Per is very unhappy about Nina.
   h Hakon is walking into the forest.

7 a forest, cup, stones
   b car, Viking
   c window, bed
   d bag, curator
   e police, river

8 Open answers

Progress test key
1 a 3
   b 8
   c 6
   d 10
   e 1
   f 9
   g 4
   h 2
   i 7
   j 5

2 a car
   b hands
   c are
   d ask
   e looks
   f name
   g drinking
   h important
   i dark
   j come